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Abstract
Searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) has attracted signiﬁcant attention because it can
prevent data leakage from external devices, e.g., clouds. SSE appears to be eﬀective to construct
such a secure system; however, it is not trivial to construct such a system from SSE in practice
because other parts must be designed, e.g., user login management, deﬁning the keyword space,
and sharing secret keys among multiples users who usually do not have public key certiﬁcates.
In this paper, we describe the implementation of two systems from the state-free dynamic SSE
(DSSE) (Watanabe et al., ePrint 2021), i.e., a secure storage system (for a single user) and a chat
system (for multiple users). In addition to the DSSE protocol, we employ a secure multipath
key exchange (SXKEX) protocol (Costea et al., CCS 2018), which is secure against some classes
of unsynchronized active attackers. It allows the chat system users without certiﬁcates to share
a secret key of the DSSE protocol in a secure manner. To realize end-to-end encryption, the
shared key must be kept secret; thus, we must consider how to preserve the secret on, for
example, a user’s local device. However, this requires additional security assumptions, e.g.,
tamper resistance, and it seems diﬃcult to assume that all users have such devices. Thus,
we propose a secure key agreement protocol by combing the SXKEX and login information
(password) that does not require an additional tamper-resistant device. Combining the proposed
key agreement protocol and the underlying state-free DSSE protocol allow users who know the
password to use the systems on multiple devices.

1
1.1

Introduction
Searchable Symmetric Encryption

Searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) [18, 51] provides search functionality against encrypted
documents, and dynamic SSE (DSSE) [9–11, 14, 20, 30, 31, 34, 37, 40, 42, 50, 52, 54, 57, 59] allows us
to update encrypted databases. For example, in practical applications, when encrypted storage
is constructed, the database is updated frequently; thus, DSSE is employed. As a fundamental
security of DSSE, Stefanov et al. [52] deﬁned forward privacy, which guarantees that even if some
data are added, information about whether the data contain keywords that have been searched
previously is not revealed.
DSSE prevents data leakage from external storages, e.g., clouds, because all stored data are
encrypted. Such a DSSE-based storage system is described as follows. A user selects a key k that
is kept secret, and an identiﬁer id is associated with each ﬁle fid . Here, assume that no information
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of fid is revealed from id. A storage server manages an encrypted database that comprises the pair
(id, cid ), where cid is the ciphertext of fid . Let Wid be a set of keywords of ﬁle fid with identiﬁer
id. The user computes a search query from k, a kwyeord to be searchsd ω ∈ Wid , and the state
information, sends the query to the server, and then obtains cid in which the corresponding fid
(i.e., the decryption result of cid using k) contains ω. No information of ω is revealed from the
query (more precisely, a leakage function is deﬁned, and no information of ω is revealed besides
this function). Finally, the user obtains fid by decrypting cid using k.
A secure storage system can be constructed easily from DSSE; however, many issues must be
considered if such a system is launched in practice. For example, a set of keywords Wid , which
is assumed to be given in advance in DSSE, must be deﬁned. Although a promising approach is
to employ a morphological analysis tool, this approach introduces other issues, e.g., selecting the
most appropriate tool. In addition, in a storage system, an independent area is assigned to each
user; thus, authentication and the user login process must also be considered. Moreover, DSSE
attempts to prevent information leakage against the server; thus, we must also to consider cases
where search queries sent from users are modiﬁed in the communication channel. We must also
consider the case where multiple users share a key, e.g., a secure chat system, where the ciphertexts
of chat history are preserved on the server, each user can search chat messages owing to DSSE,
and each user reads them in a plaintext manner by locally decrypting the ciphertexts. Here, we
must consider how to share a secret key among multiple users, and, if the state information (which
is updated periodically and used to generate search queries) must be managed, then it must also
be shared among users, which represents an additional synchronization problem. Note that users
do not possess public key certiﬁcates in many cases, e.g., smartphones; thus, man-in-the-middle
attacks can be made by an active adversary that controls the communication channel among users.
In summary, it would be beneﬁcial to address these issues (in addition to DSSE) in secure systems.

1.2

Our Contribution

In this paper, we implement two systems from the DSSE scheme proposed by Watanabe et al. [57],
i.e., a secure storage system (for a single user) and a chat system (for multiple users). Watanabe’s
DSSE protocol is state-free, which means that if a user knows a (stateless) secret key, then no
other state information is required. This allows us to consider multiple users easily we only need
to handle key agreement. In other words, we do not have to consider the synchronization of state
information.1 By combining a key agreement protocol (which is explained later) and the Watanabe
DSSE protocol, these two systems are state-free; thus, the user can use the systems via a web
browser (without considering devices) if they know the appropriate login information (i.e., the user
ID and password).
Security Model. In our system, we prepared two (semi-honest) servers, i.e., an authentication
server (to manage login information) and an application server (that preserves encrypted data and
responds to the users’ search queries). We considered a realistic situation where two servers have
public key certiﬁcates via a public key infrastructure (PKI), and the users do not have certiﬁcates.
Here, we pursue end-to-end encryption (E2EE), i.e., only the corresponding users have a secret key,
and no server can observe the plaintext data (even two servers collude with each other). Thus, we
considered a relaxed security model, i.e., unsynchronized active adversaries, presented by Costea
et al. [17]. Costea et al. proposed the secure multipath key exchange (SXKEX) protocol, which is
secure against unsynchronized active adversaries. The SMKEX protocol allows chat users to share
1
To the best of our knowledge, Watanabe’s DSSE protocol is the ﬁrst state-free construction with forward privacy;
thus, we employed this protocol in this paper.
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a secret key without assuming a PKI.
Our Key Agreement Protocol. To realize E2EE, the shared key must be kept secret; thus,
we must consider how to preserve key secrecy on, for example, a local user device. However, this
requires additional security assumptions, e.g., tamper resistance, and it seems diﬃcult to assume
that all users have such a device, as in certiﬁcates. In addition, it would be beneﬁcial to access
the systems via multiple devices without synchronization; thus, we propose a secure key agreement
protocol that combines the SXKEX protocol and login information (password). The proposed
secure key agreement protocol does not require additional (tamper-resistant) devices. Here, a DSSE
secret key is deﬁned by the password and a random value preserved in the application server. Then,
when a user logs into the system, they obtain the random and compute the DSSE secret key locally.
Although this is similar to password-based authenticated key exchange (PAKE) [32], no secret value
shared in advance is required in the proposed protocol (under relaxed security). By combining the
key management protocol and Watanabe’s state-free DSSE protocol, users can access the systems
on multiple devices, and state-free E2EE storage and chat systems can be constructed.
Concierge Functionality. We also consider the explainability of the system. Typically, general
users do not aware SSE; thus, such secure systems should be used without recognizing the underlying
cryptographic tools. Even for general users, it is highly desirable to easily explain how data are
encrypted, how encrypted data are preserved on external storage devices, and so on. Thus, we
also implemented a concierge functionality where DSSE-related data processing can be viewed (see
Appendix).

1.3

Related Work

CryptDB [44, 45, 48] is a popular encrypted database system in which SQL queries are executed
on encrypted data. As discussed in the literature [46], the application server obtains access to the
unencrypted data and receives each user’s key when a user logs in. In this sense, it is not an E2EE
system. Popa et al. [46] proposed Mylar, , which is a platform to build web applications using
a multi-key DSSE protocol [47]. They also published the kChat chat service, which is based on
Mylar. Although they insisted that Mylar protects data conﬁdentiality against attackers who have
full access to the servers, Grubbs et al. [24] demonstrated that Mylar is vulnerable against active
adversarial servers that modify the encryption algorithm. Here, we assume that the two servers in
our systems are semi-honest; thus, Mayer might be employed. However, this is not dynamic and
requires paring groups; thus, we employ Watanabe’s DSSE protocol.
Recently, secure enclave-assisted constructions have been proposed, e.g., [6, 35, 41, 49, 56]. This
direction is interesting but it additionally employs trusted execution environments (TEEs) such as
Intel SGX. Moreover, enhanced security besides forward privacy, e.g., [5, 8, 19, 23, 29, 33, 43, 60] or
enhanced search functionality, e.g., [12, 13, 21, 25, 28, 55], also have been proposed. Since our key
agreement protocol is independent to the underlying (D)SSE, although it has a good compatibility
to the Watanabe DSSE protocol in terms of state-freeness, these constructions might be employed
instead of the Watanabe DSSE protocol.
Secure messaging protocols have been widely researched, to name a few [3,4,15,16,26,39]. This
is an E2EE protocol because all messages through on the communication channel are encrypted and
nobody (except users) can decrypt them even by the service provider, e.g., Signal and WhatsApp.
Unlike to our E2EE systems, they do not consider the search functionality over encrypted data.
Crypto-chat [1] was established for secure messaging, where users share passwords, and encrypted
messages are decrypted on the device only. To the best of our knowledge, no search functionality
against encrypted data is supported.
3

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Watanabe et al. DSSE

In this section, we introduce the Watanabe DSSE protocol [57]. Let π = {πk : {0, 1}∗ →
{0, 1}λ+ℓ }k∈{0,1}κ be a variable input-length pseudorandom function, where λ is the keyword length,
ℓ is the identity length, and κ is the key length, which are all polynomial of the security parameter. Typically, the DSSE protocol does not explicitly consider data encryption; however, here we
consider it explicitly because the search result is a ciphertext in the storage and chat systems.
Setup: A user selects a secret key k ∈ {0, 1}κ . For the simplicity, we assume that k is also used for
data encryption.
Update: When data are preserved on the server, the user computes πk (ω, id) for all ω ∈ Wid .
Here, Wid is a set of keywords in the ﬁle fid with the identiﬁer id. The set of identiﬁers I is
considered to be the state information, which is updated periodically according to the current
database. The user encrypts fid using k and sends id, πk (ω, id), and the ciphertext cid to the
server. Then, the server preserves (id, cid ) on the address πk (ω, id). When data are removed,
the user sends the id of the removed data to the server, and the server removes (id, cid ).
Search: If the user searches ﬁles containing keyword ω, the user computes a trapdoor πk (ω, id) for
all id ∈ I and sends a search query {πk (ω, id)}id∈I . The server sends (id, cid ) preserved on the
address πk (ω, id). Finally, the user decrypts cid using k and obtains fid .
In the Watanabe DSSE protocol, the server is modeled as semi-honest, i.e., it always follows the
protocol procedure but may extract information. Assume that id does not reveal any information of
fid . Then state information I = {id} can be publicly available, and simply the server preserves I and
sends it to the user before the user searches. The server knows ciphertexts cid and pseudorandom
numbers πk (ω, id). Moreover, queries {πk (ω, id)}id∈I are computed for the current database. Thus,
the Watanabe DSSE protocol supports forward privacy and is state-free.

2.2

SMKEX and Unsynchronized Adversaries

In this section, we introduce SMKEX proposed by Costea et al. [17] and its security model. In the
two adversaries case which we also employed, unsynchronized adversaries are deﬁned as follows:
Deﬁnition 2 [17] Two adversaries X1 and X2 are said to be unsynchronized (written X1/X2) if
they can only exchange messages before the start and after the end of a speciﬁc protocol
session
For example, let two active adversaries be considered and two paths be prepared. Then, one active adversary can observe and modify data on the ﬁrst path, and the other active adversary can
also observe and modify the data on the second path; however, these adversaries cannot communicate with each other. Costea et al. proposed the SXKEX protocol, which is secure against the
adversaries.
The SXKEX protocol is described as follows. Essentially, it is a simple Diﬃe-Hellman (DH)type key exchange with an additional conﬁrmation phase. Here, let G be a group with prime order
p and let g ∈ G be a generator. Two users, i.e., Alice and Bob, would like to share a key. Then,
$

$

Alice (resp. Bob) selects x ←
− Zp (resp. y ←
− Zp ) and computes g x (resp. g y ). Note that g x and
g y are not long-lived keys, and they need to choose them for each key exchange. Through Pass 1,
4

Alice sends g x to Bob, and Bob sends g y to Alice. Note that these values may be modiﬁed because
the adversary is active. Alice further selects a nonce NA and sends it to Bob in Pass 2. Then,
Bob selects a nonce NB , computes hsess = Hash(NA , g x , NB , g y ), and sends NB and hsess to Alice
in Pass 2. Alice then checks whether hsess = Hash(NA , g x , NB , g y ) holds. Since the adversaries
are unsynchronized, even if one adversary observes g y in Pass 1, the adversary cannot compute
Hash(NA , g x , NB , g y ) and send it to Alice in Pass 2. Here, the actual shared key is computed
according to RFC5869 [36], where a negotiated secret string is computed from the DH key g xy with
a 0 seed via HKDF-extract, and the actual shared key is the HKDF-expand value of the string.

3

Proposed Systems

In this section, we present our storage and chat systems.

3.1

Common Part

DSSE Library. We implemented our DSSE library in the C programming language. Here, we
deﬁned the APIs by following the DSSE syntax (Setup, Update, Search). When data are added,
a trapdoor is computed for the data. In addition, when data are removed, the user sends the
corresponding id, and the server removes (id, cid ). In other words, no cryptographic operations are
required. Thus, we implemented the Add API as Update and did not implement the Delete API
in the library. We employed OpenSSL (1.1.1h) to select k randomly, and HMAC-SHA256 as πk .2
We also employed the WebCrypto API, which is a JavaScript API, to implement the encryption
functionality as a web application. For encryption, pseudo-randomness against chosen plaintext
attack (PCPA) security [18] is required.3 , thus, we employed AES-CTR with a 256-bit key. In
addition, we employed MeCab [2] as the underlying morphological analysis tool. Note that we used
the wasm MeCab library (v 0.996; ipadic dictionary).4 After executing the morphological analysis
tool, trapdoors are generated using the Add API. To the best of our knowledge, “pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanokoniosis” (containing 45 characters) is the longest English word; thus, we
set λ = 45.
System Architecture. We prepared an authentication server to manage user login information
and application server to preserve the encrypted data and respond to the users’ search queries.
A user can use the DSSE library via a web browser (WebAssembly). In this implementation, we
employed Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2)5 and assumed that the two servers have
public key certiﬁcates. We also assumed that the communication channel between the user and the
application server is secured via transport layer security (TLS). The system architecture is shown
in Fig. 1
Login Interface. In this implementation, the login interface is common to both systems, and the
user selects the storage or chat system (Fig. 2). Here, we employed a simple login system, where
each user a username uname and password pw. The authentication server preserves Hash(pw) with
uname, and the user sends (uname, Hash(pw)) via TLS to the server. The generation of the DSSE
2

The Watanabe DSSE protocol requires that (1) πk (ω, id) is pseudorandom and (2) the probability that a probabilistic polynomial-time adversary ﬁnds two distinct inputs (ω, id) ̸= (ω ′ , id′ ) where πk (ω, id) = πk (ω ′ , id′ ) holds is
negligible for the security parameter. Thus, we employed HMAC-SHA256 in our implementation.
3
The reason behind is that the simulator just responds a random value in the security proof. Thus, a standard
CPA security is also enough owing to the indistinguishability of ciphertext of 0.
4
https://github.com/fasiha/mecab-emscripten
5
https://aws.amazon.com/jp/ec2/
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Figure 2: Login
Figure 1: System Architecture
secret key k is explained later. The application server preserves (id, cid ) as mentioned in Watanabe’s
DSSE protocol. Here, id is generated by the universally unique identiﬁer (UUID) version 4 [38].
It does not take ﬁle information as input; therefore, the requirement is satisﬁed, i.e., id does not
reveal any information of fid . The application server also preserves the state information I = {id}
for each user.

3.2

Our Storage System

In this section, we give our storage system.
DSSE Key Generation. A user generates a DSSE key k as follows. First, the user selects
a random value R ∈ {0, 1}κ , where κ is the security parameter, and we set κ = 256. In the
user registration phase, the user selects two diﬀerent passwords. From a usability and practicality
perspective, we assume that the user selects one password PW, and the system separates it such as
PW = pw||pw′ .6 The user sends R and (uname, Hash(pw)) via TLS to the authentication server, and
the server preserves R in addition to (uname, Hash(pw)) where Hash is SHA256.7 Then, a DSSE
secret key is deﬁned as
k = R ⊕ Hash(pw′ )
where ⊕ is a bitwise exclusive OR. In the login phase, the user sends uname and Hash(pw) to the
application server via TLS, and the server returns R if Hash(pw) is preserved with uname. This
structure allows the user to generate the DSSE secret key k without requiring additional information
(besides uname, pw, and pw′ ). Brieﬂy, R is random, and no information of k is revealed from R.
Even if the authentication server recovers pw from Hash(pw) via an oﬄine dictionary attack, no
E.g., the ﬁrst half and the second half, or more generally, PW is devided into pw||pw′ where |pw| = ﬂoor(|PW|/2)
and |pw′ | = ceiling(|PW|/2).
7
We can employ some zero-knowledge proof system to demonstrate that the user actually knows pw, e.g., zkSNARK [22]. Here, the communication channel is secure (TLS), and there is no intermediate adversary that can
observe or modify Hash(pw); thus, we did not further consider it in this implementation. However, the system can
be extended easily in this sense.
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Figure 3: Storage System (Normal)
information of k is revealed because pw′ is only used locally by the user. As a potential attack,
if the authentication server obtains a ciphertext cid , then the server performs an oﬄine dictionary
attack where choose pw′ , compute k = R ⊕ Hash(pw′ ), and check whether the decryption result of
cid using k is meaningful, e.g., whether a readable ﬁle is recovered or not. Note that cid is sent from
the user to the application server via TLS, which means that the authentication server does not
perform this attack unless the authentication and application servers collude.
Secure Storage. When the user stores a ﬁle on the application server, the ﬁle is encrypted
automatically. When a user downloads a ﬁle to the application server, the ﬁle is decrypted automatically. Although the ﬁle names are encrypted, they are also decrypted automatically and
displayed as usual. Thus, users are not required to aware DSSE. The storage system is shown in
Fig. 3, where the user name is researcher, and the preserved data are PDF ﬁles from the Cryptology
ePrint Archive (https://eprint.iacr.org/).

3.3

Our Chat System

Here, we describe the chat system. The main diﬀerence from the storage system is the preparation
of a random value R for each room in the chat system. In addition, a DSSE key is shared to users
belonging to the room. Here, we assume that Alice creates a room and invites Bob to the room,
and then both Alice and Bob are registered in the system (i.e., they have their own storage). Let
pwA and pw′A (pwB and pw′B ) be Alice’s (Bob’s) two passwords. We assume that there are two
diﬀerent communication passes as in the SMKEX protocol. Concretely, we consider the following.
Pass 1: Alice ↔ the authentication server ↔ Bob which are secure due to TLS.
Pass 2: Alice ↔ Bob which is diﬀerent from Pass 1 and we simply assume an e-mail system.
In other words, the system is secure if the authentication server cannot read e-mails sent from Alice
to Bob and from Bob to Alice, which is a realistic assumption. Finally, the authentication server
preserves the random values RA and RB for Alice and Bob, respectively. Then, the room key k is
7

Figure 4: Our Key Agreement Protocol Based on SMKEX
deﬁned as k = RA ⊕ Hash(pw′A ) = RB ⊕ Hash(pw′B ). Our main idea is to encrypt the DSSE key
by using a SMKEX key atk, and Alice sends the ciphertext to Bob. Then, Bob can obtain k and
deﬁne RB such that RB = k ⊕ Hash(pw′B ). This protocol allows Alice and Bob to log into the chat
system (similar to the storage system). The actual key agreement is described as follows (Fig. 4).
Alice: Choose a random value RA ∈ {0, 1}κ . Set the DSSE key for the room k = RA ⊕ Hash(pw′A ).
$

Choose x ←
− Zp and compute a SMKEX public key g x . Send g x and RA to the authentication
server (via Pass 1).
′ to Bob (via
Authentication Server: Preserve RA with the user name Alice. Send g x and RB
Pass 1).
$

Bob: Choose y ←
− Zp and compute a SMKEX public key g y . Send g y to the authentication server
(via Pass 1).
Authentication Server: Forward g y to Alice (via Pass 1).
Alice: Choose a nonce NA and send it to Bob (via Pass 2).
Bob: Choose a nonce NB , compute hsess = Hash(NA , g x , NB , g y ), and send NB and hsess to Alice
(via Pass 2).
Alice: Compute Hash(NA , g x , NB , g y ) and if it is the same as hsess, then derive atk and encrypt
k using atk. We denote the ciphertext C = Encatk (k) and assume AES-GCM256. Send C to
the authentication server (via Pass 1).
Authentication Server: Forward C to Bob (via Pass 1).

8

Figure 5: Chat System (Normal)
Bob: Derive atk, decrypt C using atk, and obtain k. Deﬁne RB = k ⊕ Hash(pw′B ) and send RB
to the authentication server (via Pass 1).
Authentication Server: Preserve RB with the user name Bob.
Here, RA is chosen independently from k, pwA , and pw′A . Thus no information of them is
revealed from RA directly. Moreover, k is encrypted by atk and due to the security of SMKEX, only
Alice and Bob know atk. Thus, no information of k is revealed from C. Finally, the authentication
server knows RA and RB ; however, as in the storage system, the authentication server does not
know pw′A and pw′B . Therefore, the authentication server cannot obtain k. Although Alice knows
k, she does not know RB because it is sent via a TLS communication between the authentication
server and Bob. In other words, Alice cannot extract Hash(pw′B ) from k. However, if Alice and the
authentication server collude, then Hash(pw′B ) can be extracted from k and RB that allows they
can observe Bob’s storage and his chat messages sent in other room. Thus, we assume that the
authentication server does not collude with any user.
Secure Chat. When a user posts a message to the application server, the message is encrypted
automatically, and when a user displays a message, the message is decrypted automatically. Thus,
users are not required to aware DSSE. The chat system is shown in Fig. 5, where the room name
is general.

4

Performance Analysis

We employed AWS EC2 (t2.micro (vCPU1, 1GiB memory), OS: Ubuntu 20.04, CPU: Intel(R)
Xeon(R) CPU E5-2676 v32.40GHz) as the authentication and application servers, and OS: Windows
10 Pro, CPU: Intel® Core™ i7-8565U CPU 1.80GHz as a user. We compared our system to a nonDSSE system. In this non-DSSE case, we employed a classical inverted index method as a searching
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method for the storage system, and SELECT supported by PostgreSQL8 for the chat system.
Storage System. We used copyright-free Japanese books published by Aozora Bunko.9 For example, Botchan (Soseki Natsume) contains approximately 100,000 characters. When a le was
uploaded, the runtime was 13.7 s in the non-DSSE case and 13.5 s in the DSSE case. We consider
that the DSSE case was more eﬃcient because indexes are generated in the non-DSSE case, whereas
this procedure is not required in the DSSE case. When a keyword is searched, we gave the case
when a keyword is found (Search Hit) in Table 1, and the case when a keyword is not found (Search
does not Hit) in Table 2, respectively. Due to the AWS environment, it appears that computation
resources are not always guaranteed; thus, there were ﬂuctuations in run times; however, we found
that the run time is generally linearly dependent on the number of ﬁles.
Table 1: Storage
Cases \# Files
Non-DSSE(A)
DSSE(B)
(A)-(B)

System: Search Hit
1
3
5
54.0 55.5 62.5
82.5 89.0 112.0
28.5 33.5 49.5

Table 2: Storage System: Search does not
Cases \# Files
1
3
5
Non-DSSE(A) 54.0 56.0 49.0
DSSE(B)
59.5 75.0 56.5
(A)-(B)
5.5 19.0 7.5

(msec)
10
53.5
103.5
50.0

Hit (msec)
10
55.0
70.5
15.5

Chat System. We used Tweet data posted by NICT oﬃcial publicity.10 When a message was
posted, the running time was 35.0 ms in the non-DSSE case and 66.4 ms in the DSSE case.
Although it becomes worse almost twice, it seems acceptable for practice application. When a
keyword w searched, we gave the case when a keyword is found (Search Hit) in Table 3, and the
case when a keyword is not found (Search does not Hit) in Table 4, respectively. Note that the
diﬀerence (A)-(B) increased as number of messages increased due to the DSSE.
Table 3: Chat System: Search Hit
Case \# Messages
1
20
40
Non-DSSE(A)
35.6 43.8
41.0
DSSE(B)
65.7 114.6 129.4
(B)-(A)
30.1 70.8
88.4

8

https://www.postgresql.org/
https://www.aozora.gr.jp/
10
https://twitter.com/NICT_Publicity
9

10

(msec)
60
80
61.2
54.8
158.2 211.4
97.0 156.6

Table 4: Chat System: Search does not Hit (msec)
Case \# Messages
1
20
40
60
80
Non-DSSE(A)
34.7 32.4 39.4
46.4
58.0
DSSE(B)
61.9 68.2 103.8 131.2 207.0
(B)-(A)
27.2 35.8 64.4
84.8 149.0
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Appendix: Concierge Functionality
Here, we introduce the concierge functionality, which is used to view DSSE-related data processing.
In the storage system (concierge mode), when a ﬁle is uploaded,11 the ﬁle identiﬁer id and number
of keywords (which are extracted by MeCab from the ﬁle name and ﬁle content) are displayed
(Fig. 6). As shown in Fig. 3, ﬁle names are typically displayed. In concierge mode, the encrypted
ﬁle names are displayed when they are moused over, which shows the application server’s point
of view (Fig. 7). When the ﬁle content is moused over, the corresponding ciphertext is displayed,
which shows the application server’s point of view (Fig. 8). In addition, when a keyword is searched,
pairs of the keyword and a ﬁle identiﬁer are displayed (Fig. 9). Here, the keyword to be searched
is NIZK. When a keyword and ﬁle identiﬁer pair is moused over, the corresponding trapdoor, i.e.,
πk (NIZK, id), is displayed, which shows the application server’s point of view (Fig. 10). Note that
the chat system also supports concierge mode. We need to evaluate our concierge functionality
from the usable-security point of view, e.g., [7, 27, 53, 58] and we left it as a future work of this
paper.

Figure 6: Storage System (Concierge Mode: File Uploading)

11

In this case, the ﬁle name is “Cryptology ePrint Archive Report 2019609 CPA-to-CCA Transformation for KDM
Security.pdf. Note that the second “-” is removed, and “CCA” is displayed immediately after “to” because a set of
keywords is deﬁned here.
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Figure 7: Storage System (Concierge Mode: File Name)

Figure 8: Storage System (Concierge Mode: Ciphertext)
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Figure 9: Storage System (Concierge Mode: Searching)

Figure 10: Storage System (Concierge Mode: Trapdoor)
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